I. INTRODUCTION
By global warming and radiation damage in the earthquake of Eastern-Japan 2011, renewable energy has been focused at the global level. Thus photovoltaic and wind power generations have studied in the world, and it is expected to become increasingly popular in the future. If that happen, also increases the importance of interconnection equipment. Meanwhile, the multi level converter without transformer is developed. A modular multilevel converter (MMC) [1] - [4] is one of the transformer-less converter and applies to high voltage and high power conversion. The MMC is characterized by cascaded switching device modules with capacitors. Among MMC family, the MMC based on Double-Star full Bridge cells (MMC-DSBC) operates as a bidirectional power converter. Therefore the MMC-DSBC can be applied to interconnection between a distributed generator and main power line. Above all, since the MMC suits using high voltage and high power, it is able to apply for mega solar, wind power and other distributed generators. However because these generators have a problem of voltage fluctuation by unstable output, a voltage conditioner is required. In the case of MMC, input voltage does not affect output. Thus the MMC become valid on unstable power and voltage. When the MMC is applied as a grid connection inverter, a step-up transformer is not necessary for interconnection equipment. Therefore grid connection equipment can be realized smaller and lighter than general converter with a transformer.
In this paper, applying the MMC-DSBC to the grid connection inverter, a control method of regulating capacitor voltages of arm cells is explained and indicated simulation result of typical cases of supplying and charging power in the distributed generator. II. CONFIGURATION OF CIRCUIT Fig.1 shows the configuration of circuit that the distributed generator is connected to main grid line and load on AC bus via MMC-DSBC. This connection type of the MMC is the double star connection, which can be applied to a utility interactive inverter, STATCOM, BTB system and so on. An arm module of the MMC-DSBC has fullbridge cells connected in series. Number of cells can be selected optionally. High voltage can be obtained in proportion to the number of cells. In addition, because the MMC-DSBC has several cells, it can output multilevel voltage and obtain smooth current waveform without distortion. When the MMC-DSBC output voltage, respective arm module output voltages as shown in Fig.2 
Beside (3), the inverse transform becomes (4).
III. CONTROL OF MMC-DSBC
The control strategies of the MMC-DSBC for a grid connection inverter contain two principal ways. One control is to keep capacitor voltage balance of each cell. Moreover, the capacitor voltage control can be divided into (a) Total control, (b) Partial control. These control methods reference averaging control and balancing control [1] [2] . The Total control plays a role of comprehensive reference for arm modules. And the Partial control plays a role of reference for individual cells in arm modules. Another control is to regulate power flow between the distributed generator and main grid. This power flow is controlled by dividing into active power and reactive power. The active and reactive power is calculated by PQ-transform [5] . Fig.3 shows a relation of two controls in the overall system. These control theories are 1 2 , , , , , 
A. Theory of Power Flow
Power flow of the MMC-DSBC is the most important for the control because there are several components of power in each cell and module, which can be handled by the Total and the Partial control. Since controls of u, v, wphase are the same method in principle, the theory about u-phase is discussed in this section. The instantaneous power of an upper and a lower arm module can be represented by the following equations.
Note that i Zu is superimposed by DC and AC components with several frequencies. i Zu is given in (7).
, where Zu i is the DC component of i Zu , Zu i  is the AC component of i Zu . Considering this relation, the first term in (5) and (6) [4] .
The fourth term in (5) and (6) Fig.4 shows a block diagram of the Total control. Capacitor voltages are comprehensively controlled by this control. The control method is divided into two components. One is given as 
B. Total control
, where  u is an angular frequency synchronized to output v Mu . This makes AC component synchronized to v Mu to control active power from the third term of (5) and (6) .
Finally, a loop current reference is given as (14).
, where P M is active power of the MMC-DSBC output, P M / 3v in means feedforward control of P M . The details will be described later. Then the Total control reference v Tu * is given as (15).
This control can regulate capacitor voltages to the reference value per arm module.
C. Partial control
In case of ideal system, the Total control can maintain voltages of capacitors approximately. However in practical, there is variation in the capacitor voltage due to individual differences of capacitance and switching delay and so on. Therefore the Partial control should be introduced adding to the Total control. Fig.5 shows a block diagram of the Partial control. These controls of upper and lower arm are given by (16) and (17) These equations show that each cell outputs the active power. The first terms in (18) and (19) produce the active power by i Zu . This means that the term adjust power from the distributed generator. The second terms in (18) and (19) also produce the active power by i Mu . This means that the term is able to adjust the power to load and cells in the arm module according to capacitor voltages. In (16), (17) 
D. Power flow control to the AC line
A control of power flow between the distributed generator and the main grid via the MMC-DSBC is performed by the PQ-transform, by which active power and reactive power are independently controlled. The PQtransform is defined by (22). 
, where  0 LI Mp is a term for the non-interference control.
L is given by (25). 
E. Comprehensive description of all the control
These controls are individually handled. However all the controls have links each other. For example, the third term of (14) takes a role of feedforward for loop current reference. The term is based on the law of the conservation of power, which is shown in the following equation. 3
(30) shows that the Total control uses component of power flow and can improve the control quality. Thus, the capacitor voltage control is interfered by the power flow control. In addition, load current is given by (3), which means that the currents supplied by the MMC-DSBC are able to be detected without any additional current sensors. Because the control methods are interfered, they are prioritized as below.
1. The power flow control to AC line 2. Total control 3. Partial control This relationship of hierarchy is descried in Fig.7 . Note that there are interferences from the upper class to lower class, however there are not interferences of the inverse in the hierarchy. When the relationship is satisfied, all the controls operate properly.
Finally, voltage references of upper and lower cells are given by (31) and (32).
IV. SIMULATION Simulation is performed to verify the proposed control methods by using the circuit in Fig.1 . Table 1 shows the parameters of the circuit, and table 2 shows the control gains. In this research, the MMC-DSBC has 4 full-bridge cells per arm (N=4), and is applied uni-pole PWM switching for each cell. Career waves are triangular waveform, which are shifted by 45 degrees. The MMC-DSBC can get multilevel output voltage by the PWM switching pattern. Fig.8 shows a result in case that distributed generator supplies power to the load via the MMC-DSBC. As the power ratio from the distributed generator can be adjusted by k. In the case of 1.0 k  , it means all the power to the load is supplied by the distributed generator. As I Mq is constantly controlled to the same value of I Lq , the distributed generator can supply all the reactive power to the load. Therefore the power factor as seen from main power grid becomes 1. Output voltages from the MMC-DSBC in Fig.8 In Fig.8 and 9 , the same volume of capacitance are set. Thus cells in the same arm module work as the same operation in theory. Then v Pju * (j:1 -4) constantly become 0. In this case, capacitor voltages can be controlled only by the Total control. Fig.10 and 11 show transient responses by changing the ratio k. In Fig.10 , the mode changes to supply from charge. In Fig.11 , the mode changes to charge from supply. Both of results are verified to operate appropriately. , , 
*1 percentages for the rated load *2 LC-filter parameter on AC side , , Therefore it is proved that the MMC operation by the proposed control can achieve in the typical conditions. These results confirm that the MMC-DSBC is suitable for utility interactive inverter. The simulation demonstrated that the proposed control method is able to supply and charge the power properly in the typical situations.
